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Board: ACE Shariah: Yes Sector: Real Estate Oper/Develop

Radiant Globaltech Ltd (0202)

R1: RM0.375 (+7.14%) R2: RM0.390 (+11.43%) SL: RM0.335 (-4.29%)

Trading Strategy:Impending flag-formation breakout

Sector: Computers

Strength: ★★★★★

Board: ACE

Trend: ☆☆☆☆★

Shariah: Yes

Momentum: ★★★★★

R1: RM0.680 (+6.25%) R2: RM0.705 (+10.16%) SL: RM0.610 (-4.69%)

Trading Strategy: Monitor for breakout

Mn Holdings Bhd (0245)

Momentum: ★★★★★Trend: ☆☆☆☆★ Strength: ★★★★★

Technical Commentary:

Price is establishing the uptrend
formation following the recovery in
recent months. After bouncing off
SMA200, price advanced before
taking a mild breather. Traders
may anticipate for a potential flag-
formation breakout above
RM0.355. Next resistances are
located at RM0.375-0.39.
Downside wise, support is pegged
at RM0.335.

Technical Commentary:

Price has turned sideways after
multiple months of rally since late
2023. Price rebounded above
EMA120 before forming a short-
term consolidation in recent weeks.
Traders may monitor for a potential
breakout above RM0.645 to target
the next resistances located at
RM0.68-0.705. Downside wise,
support is envisaged at RM0.75.
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RESEARCH RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK 
STOCK RECOMMENDATIONS 
BUY: Total returns* are expected to exceed 10% within the next 12 months. 
HOLD: Total returns* are expected to be within +10% to – 10% within the next 12 months. 
SELL: Total returns* are expected to be below -10% within the next 12 months. 
TRADING BUY: Total returns* are expected to exceed 10% within the next 3 months. 
TRADING SELL: Total returns* are expected to be below -10% within the next 3 months. 
*Capital gain + dividend yield 
 
SECTOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
OVERWEIGHT: The industry defined by the analyst is expected to exceed 10% within the next 12 months. 
NEUTRAL: The industry defined by the analyst is expected to be within +10% to – 10% within the next 12 months. 
UNDERWEIGHT: The industry defined by the analyst, is expected to be below -10% within the next 12 months. 
 

DISCLAIMER 
Disclaimer: The report is for internal and private circulation only and shall not be reproduced either in part or otherwise 
without the prior written consent of Apex Securities Berhad. The opinions and information contained herein are based on 
available data believed to be reliable. It is not to be construed as an offer, invitation or solicitation to buy or sell the 
securities covered by this report. 
 
Opinions, estimates and projections in this report constitute the current judgment of the author. They do not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of Apex Securities Berhad and are subject to change without notice. Apex Securities Berhad has no 
obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter 
stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes 
inaccurate. 
 
Apex Securities Berhad does not warrant the accuracy of anything stated herein in any manner whatsoever and no reliance 
upon such statement by anyone shall give rise to any claim whatsoever against Apex Securities Berhad. Apex Securities 
Berhad may from time to time have an interest in the company mentioned by this report. This report may not be 
reproduced, copied or circulated without the prior written approval of Apex Securities Berhad. 
 

 

 


